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mathematical argument when he found that, even after the Anopheles

mosquito was known to transmit the disease, there remained much popu-

lar resistance to the idea that the best way to control malaria was by

controlling mosquito populations.l The prevailing view in the field was

that the incidence of disease was not closely correlated with the numbers

of mosquitoes in an area. This crude impression was summoned as an

argument against the insect control measures that Ross had advocated.

Hoping to reconcile these observations with his understanding of the

disease, Ross tried using a mathematical description of the relation be-

tween mosquitoes, malaria, and humans' His analysis showed that the

disease would not maintain itself unless the proportion of mosquitoes was

at a certain level, and that above this level a small increase in mosquitoes

would cause a large increase in the incidence of malaria. Here was a

possible explanation of the apparent lack of correlation between the two

populations.
Ross characterized his approach as the " a priod method, " meaning that

he began by making assumptions about the cause of an epidemic; con-

structed a set of differential equations to describe the situation based on

these assumptions; deduced the logical consequences of the mathematical

argument; then tested these theoretical results by comparing them E'ith

observations. The use of the term "a priori," now commonplace for this

type of modeling, can be misleading, for it suggests also that the model is

constructed prior to experience, which Ross certainly did not intend. All of

the theoretical treatments I shall discuss in this chapter are arguments of

this type, proceeding logically from cause to effect, though their trains of

reasoning are very different. Ross called his method the "Theory of

Happenings," a general title intended to suggest the wide applicabiliry of

the method, not only to the quantitative study of epidemics, but also to

"questions connected with statistics, demography, public health, the

theory of evolution, and even commerce, politics, and statesmanship."'

Although he began using mathematics as early as 1'899, his theory of

happenings appeared in 1'91'L as an addendum to his bookThe Preuention

of Malaria. His method differed from the more usual a posteriori

approach, which began with the observations; fitted analytical laws to

them; and worked backward to the underlying causes. This was the

method commonly used in statistics. In epidemiology it had fecently been

applied by John Brownlee, who built upon the researches of the

nineteenth-century statistician William Farrj

Whereas in epidemiology the statistics were available to support both

methods of reasoning, in ecological studies the same wealth of information

about life histories and populations was lacking. By the L920s, at least one

ecologist had become impatient for its accumulation. 
'William Robin

Thompson, a Canadian entomologist working for the U.S. Bureau of
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rn each generation, taking into account the various factofs which would be

Enost important in determining the growth rate of the population (i.e',

reprodu-tive power of host and parasite, proPortion of sexes in each

species, and number of parasite eggs laid in each host). Assuming different

rnitial values for the host and parasite populations, Thompson used his

equations to calculate the change in the numbers of each species in

;uccessive generations and the change in the percentage of parasitism in

each generation.
His equations showed that, in the early stages, the presence of a parasite

.hd not appreciably prevent the host from increasing. The host population

mcreased much as it would had the parasite been absent, becoming more

of a nuisance with each generation. At some stage, though, the parasite

p,opulation would rapidly outstrip the host and would bring about a

*dd.n crash to extinction in the host population within a single genera-

non. Thompson realized that this prediction was not quite right: in reality,

iuch extinciions did not occur. Rather, the host population would merely

he reduced to a low level, where it would no longer be a nuisance. But his

deoretical results seemed to support observations Paul Marchal had made

rn the field, that changes in the numbers of insects and their parasites

iometimes followed a pattern of large oscillations, each having a slow

ascending period and an abrupt downward descent, with the parasite

apparently causing the decline of the host.
- 

Thompson was confident that his equations' though they simplified the

riology o] the interaction, did express the basic relations between host and

p"r"rit.. Moreover, they offered hope for the success of future- biological

control programs. His findings suggested that biological control might not

show any effect for several generations, but that when its effect was finally

achieved, its results would be more complete and of longer duration than
q-ould be possible with mechanical or chemical means of control. He

argued that, important as it was to know the details of particular cases,

.."1 ptogr.s in entomology could only be made by uncovering the general

larvs expressing the process underlying each particular case. Once those

fi.aws wire encapsulated in formulas, it would be possible to examine

p,arricular cases and to draw conclusions of value in practical work:

Not that these conclusions will always be rigorously in accord with the facts.

Far from it. But one can at least consider them as a theme on which nature

embroiders infinite variations of realiry and by virtue of this they constitute a

theoretical base for our work.t

Fritteen years later, Thompson would retract these words and confess the

error of his youthful ways, but for now he plunged enthusiastically into

mathematical ecology, calling upon the advice of more expert mathemati-

;rans when the problems exceeded his own abilities.

His colleaguei proved to be harder to convert to mathematics than he
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Fiven the quantity of statistics that had accumulated by then. In Edin-
burgh, W. O. Kermack, a biological chemist, teamed up with A. G.
\lcKendrick, who had been interested in the mathematics of growth since
de 1910s, to extend Ross's analysis in a series of papers published in the
n920s and 1930s." But Lotka's efforts did not seem to impress Ross
Ereatly, despite his desire to encourage further research in this area. Lotka
rnt him a copy of his book for a review in Science Progress. Ross had it
reviewed anonymously by "an expert biometrician, who has spoken very
tavourably of it".la The review made note of all the places where Lotka had
used the Ross equations, but otherwise found the theories to be "some-
n-hat ultra-speculative."lr As for the series on malaria that had preceded
Se book, Lotka had hoped that it would help him to make a connecrion
nith the Rockefeller Institute, at the time a cbnter of experimental
epidemiology, but his efforts earned him nothing in the medical field. In
eeneral, the practice of epidemiology was developing largely along labora-
:orv, experimental lines on which the mathematical approaches of Ross
rnd Lotka made no impact."

Though the case study into which Lotka had poured so much effon
inally came to nought, there were othet' areas where his method could be
applied. 'When 

Thompson's articles appeared, Lotka accordingly brought
se host-parasite example into his analysis as well. He did not fail to norice
$at Thompson's fluctuations provided the empirical support for the
$1hmic oscillations that Herbert Spencer had deduced as rhe necessary
;lutcome of the balance between the forces of increase and decrease in
lopulations. Lotka's method differed from Thompson's in thar he used a
.Dntinuous-time scale, rather than the discrete-time scale with the genera-
tron as the unit of time which Thompson had used. The change gave Lotka
{treater flexibility but was less realistic for insect populations.

Lotka's analytical method began by describing the interactions between
species as a set of simultaneous differential equations. His technique was
:ased on methods used for the mathematical description of the dynamics
rr chemical reactions. For the detailed analysis of systems of differential
*quations, he was indebted to the researches of Henri Poincar6 and
Charles Emile Picard. The procedure Lotka used was an early version of
mhat later came to be called "general system theory," which was de-

"'eloped by Ludwig von Bertalanffy after rhe Second Vorld $Var. General
rr-stem theory as Bertalanffy conceived it was both a point of view and a
method.17 The object was to develop mathematical techniques of analysis
which could be used to model the interrelationships between the compo-
:rrnt parts comprising any sort of system. The word "system" was there-
nre interpreted very broadly, much more broadly than Lotka had done, so

rraq as a mathematical technique, systems analysis could be applied to
delds as different as biology, information theory, economics, or sociology:
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Frcune 5.1. Curves illustrating oscillations in parasite and host populations. Each
axis repre,sents the number of one of the populations. (a) A cyclical process con-

inuing indefinitely, the classic Lotka-Volterra oscillations; (&) Lotkat more exacr
treatment, resulting in a damped oscillation. (From A. J. Lotka, Elements of

Mathematical Biology, New York: Dover Press, 1.956, pp.90,91.)
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Frcunr 5.2. Lotka's diagram of integral curves, depicting different types of
equilibrium, stable and unstable, in systems with two dependent variables. Cases
F and G correspond to the host-parasite relations shown in Figure 5.1. The Ross
malaria equations gave rise to two conditions, a stable equilibrium of type A and
an unstable one of type C. The other types wete included for purposes of illustra-
tion but were not associated with concrete examples. (From A. J. Lotka, Elements

of Mathematical Biology, New York: Dover Press, 1956, p. L48.)

ceased. Pondering the problem with his future father-in-law, he wondered

: rhere could be a mathematical explanation for these changes.

Volterra took up the problem in earnest in 1'925, and for the remaining
flteen years of his life became absorbed in the ramifications of this
question. By 1.926 he had published an elementary account in Italian of the

:nteractions of species in a biological association." A short resum6 of this

rr
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noved to a general analysis of population interactions, both predatory
and competitive, sketching rapidly the outlines of a broad theory which
would ultimately, he hoped, lead to an understanding of the dynamical
Sehavior of the entire ecological community. Volterra considered his
analysis to be part of evolutionary biology, an attempt to investigate,
r.long mathematical lines, the day-to-day interactions of organisms as a
fr.rst step toward a fully mathematical, general theory of evolution. It was,
:n short, the mathematical theory of the struggle for existence.

It was in the discussion of the two-species, predator-prey interaction
:hat Lotka's and Volterra's work overlapped. With the identical problem
ro Lotka's, that of the numerical relations of a predator to its prey,
\blterra easily derived the same equations and conclusions that the in-
Bracdon would give rise to periodic oscillations in the two populations.
This was the same problem Lotka had discussed in 1,920 and which had
frst attracted Raymond Pearl's attention to his work.

It is interesting to note that the general method, apart from the applica-
:rons made by Ross in epidemiology, had also been used in military
mategy analysis. Frederick William Lanchester had used a similar tech-
mlque to analyze combat during the First World 'War, and Lewis Fry
S.rchardson independently proposed the technique to analyze combat in
L919.24 Lotka appears not to have known of these other applications, but
lne certainly was aware of the parallels between the use of models in a
mrlitary context and his own methods of model building. As he suggested
w the Elements: "lt is well worth considering whether interesting light
m:v not be thrown on various problems of biological conflict, by the use of
models designed to imitate the biological warfare somewhat after the
rnxrrner in which the war game imitates the armed conflict of nations."-

For the conflict between predator and prey, Lotka expressed the rela-
nonship verbally as follows:

(5.3)

Tbese equations can be translated into differential equations for the prey
spter-ies, N1, and the predator, N2:

[ch"ng" in I [N"*."1 I
I number of | - | increase of I _
I prey, N1, per | | p..y per unit I
l_unit of time _l fof time J

l-Irrc.e".. i'
: I Predators Per

I trme, as result

I of ingestion

Lot 
prey

Destruction I
ofpreyby I  t t ) t
predators per l '  ' " ' - '
unit of time J

f ch"r,g" i'
I number of
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I N.2,.per unit

Lot trme

-JIIt ' *1 : r ,N, -  A,N"N,
dt

(5.4)
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Despite recognition of these unrealistic simplifications, Volterra ex-
pressed his conclusions in the form of three "laws." The first, the "law of
rhe periodic cycle," stated that the fluctuations of the two species were
periodic in nature and depended only on the initial conditions and the

', arious coefficients of increase and decrease. The second, the "law of
conservation of the averages," provided for the constancy of the average
numbers of the two species, all else being constant, no matter what their
initial numbers were. The third, "the law of the disturbance of the aver-
ages," stated that, if an attempt were made to destroy the individuals of the
:n'o species of predator and prey uniformly and in proportion to their
numbers, the average number of the prey species would increase and that
of the predator would decrease. This last law would imply, for instance,
frat a temporary halt in fishing would benefit the predator, a prediction
w-hich seemed to be borne out by D'Ancona's independent observations
Sased on the statistics from the Italian markets. The apparent confirma-
ion of theory by observation suggested to Volterra that he was on the
right track.

When Volterra's article appeared inL926,Lotka had settled into his job
at the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company and was pursuing his demo-
eraphic studies with energy and satisfaction. He had little time left over to
,ievote to physical biology, but Volterra's piece stirred him to write a letter
ro the editor of Nature, pointing out areas of overlap with his book.r' The
ietter was published with a reply from Volterra acknowledging Lotka's
qriority in certain areas, but indicating quite rightly that there were still
:nportant differences between them. From this polite exchange there
iegan a brief but mutually respectful correspondence between the two,
:rom which Lotka drew a welcome measure of moral support:

Your very kind interest and good wishes are of material assistance to me
h renewing my energies on a topic in which there has not always been much
encouragement for my work and in which I had almost come to feel that I
u-ould not be able to do much more hereafter. but I feel differentlv since
reading your letter.28

For all Lotka's satisfaction that a mathematician of Volterra's rank
urould have indirectly endorsed his results, the problem of priority wor-
red him. He decided to write a review article discussing the relation
renveen his and Volterra's contributions. Raymond Pearl promised him
;aace for it in The Quarterly Reuiew of Biology. The manuscript began
mrth a justification of the use of a chemical viewpoint in biology; dwelt at
rngth on the competition and predation cases as discussed by Volterra,
,m-rrh supplemental analysis by Lotka; moved to a consideration of energy
=tadonships; and finally ended with a philosophical discussion of percep-
:qn and consciousness and their relation to physics." For the most part,
::e intended article was a condensed version of the Elemezts. with more
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rook account of the effects of a population's size on its own growth (as, for

mstance, if the populations grew logistically, rather than exponentially).

These effects would tend to dampen the oscillations between the different

species. The distinction therefore introduced a more realistic modification

ro the idealized system of continual oscillations.
Tlte Legons developed the mathematical distinctions between these two

systems and included a chapter discussing time lags as well' Volterra

referred to these time-lag effects as "hereditary phenomena"; heredity

referring not to descent, but to the fact that a population's history could

i,nfluence its present behavior. This meant that an encounter need not have

en immediate effect, but might be noticeable only attet a certain time

rnterval; the analogy here was with conditions of retardation or drag in

mechanics.
Although these modifications were meant to make the models more

realistic, the book was essentially an elaborate mathematical argument,

based on the principles of mechanics as they might be applied to biological

aggregations. Even in their more sophisticated form, the models were

based on many unrealistic assumptions, from which some rather far-

reaching conclusions had been deduced. But as Volterra fully admitted,

&is was to be seen as a work in pure mathematics, even if it was couched in

hiological language. It was, as he wrote, the rational phase of the study of

Siological associations. Those who would embark on the applied phase

n-ould require more profound discussion, based on fact and experience, of

rhe initial hypotheses.
Although Lotka found the discussion in the book admirable, he was

fisappointed to find his own work given superficial treatment in the

nistorical chapter, written by D'Ancona, concluding it. His grievance was

,luected not so much at Volterra, who had conscientiously mentioned

i-otka's work in all his publications after 1.926' Rather, Lotka was con-

--rrned that other writers, inf,luenced by Volterra's brief references, were

Ferpetuating the impression that Lotka's work was insignificant in com-
parison with Volterra's. His feelings were aggravated by the appearance of

;everal publications which favored Volterra's work and seemed to be
"nt.luenced by personal connections to Volterra himself.

One of these was a review article on mathematical biology published in

L927 by Joseph P6rEs, a mathematician who had helped'W. R. Thompson

r few years earlier.36 P6rbs was also a former student of Volterra and a later

;ollaborator, so it was not surprising that his article reflected Volterra's

;ontributions overwhelmingly. Lotka was dismayed when he came across

Se article a year later, as he wrote to Pearl:

He gives eleven pages to Volterra's work and three or four footnotes to
mine. I think you will agree with me that this is definitely a case of displace-
ment of the center of gravity. After reading.his paper, which is very good as
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LOTKA AND VOLTERRA . 115

The final product, published as Th4orie analytique des associations
biologiques,o3 was somewhat narrower in scope. The first part, which
appeared in L934, was an overview of the issues and general methods
described in the Elements. One noteworthy change was Lotka's more
errplicit appeal to ecologists, with references to the relevant writings of
R- N. Chapman and Charles Elton. His discussion of Volterra was mini-
mal, confined to a single footnote correcting a historical error of prioriw in
&e case of z species interacting. The second part did not appear until 1939
and was entirely demographic, focusing on human populations. His in-
rcnded treatment of mixed populations of several species never appeared,
fxcept in so far as it was included in the general discussion of the 6rst parr.
Eut Volterra and D'Ancona had subsequently published a monograph on
liological associations in 1935 as part of the same series,*, and it is
possible that Lotka (or the editors) felt that his treatment of the same
oroblem would be redundant.

Lotka's worry that the promotion of Volterra's work was threatening
his own position was excessive. The mild priority dispute, which ensured
Lotka at least a footnote, however. brief, in Volterra's articles, helped to
Jisseminate news of Lotka's research to the proper audience. The tendency'
:o lump Lotka and Volterra together, however, also helped to obscure the
ditferences between them. On the whole, Lotka's emphasis on energy
relationships and the economic tone of his writings continued ro be
or-erlooked by biologists. But in the case of predator-prey interactions, ar
irast, his priority was firmly established, and the equations with oscillatorv
rolutions describing the changes in the two populations came to be known
es the Lotka-Volterra equations.

By the late 1930s the differences which stemmed from Lotka and
\-olterra's different ideas of physical biology became more apparent.
Lotka had become totally involved in demography (although he did keep
abreast of the biological literature relevant to population studies), and this
cmphasis came to dominate his later work. The English revision of the
Thdorie analytique, to be called Analytic Demograpby," was to be even
srore restricted to human populations, with analysis of certain demo-
graphic problems which he had not considered in the French version. He

"{red in 1949 before completing this work. Ifhereas Lotka was focusing
Er-er more closely on the case of single-species populations, trying to
stract as much specific information as was possible through demographic
enalysis, Volterra was moving toward a more sweeping statement of the
;r'irciples of mathematical biology. This involved the more conspicuous
ese of physical analogy, to the extent that he defined mathematically a

+rantify called "demographic energy" (actual and potential), which was
conserved in the same way that the energy of physics was conserved." He
elso defined "demographic work" and the "principle of least vital action,"
ell of which was a direct transfer of the methods and concepts of physics
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6en concluded that a population may, in a sense, be thought to limit itself,
because it would induce greater opposition to further multiplication as it
grew. From these ideas he developed a theory of population regulation
based on the importance of competition within a species as tf,e main
rcgulating mechanism.

His first opportunity to apply these ideas came in 1,927, whenhe was
{eced with the duty of writing an address as the reriring president of the
Zoological society of New South wales. He had collecteda large number
of slides illustrating mimicry and protective coloration, and he decided to
gir-e the address on that topic. This talk soon grew into a rarger study of
,mrnjcry which, along with orher manuscripts dealing with popularion
rrgulation, became his thesis for the Doctor of Scienci degrei.';
. By 1.930 he had expanded this work into a massive, but still largely
rpeculative, account of the possible mechanisms of population regulation.
His efforts to publish it as a book came to an abrupt end when the referee
nrned it-down. He picked what he thought were the most salvageable
rtrtions for separare publication: these dealt with the host-parasite in-
&raction, which had been developed more precisely than other examples
fo rhe manuscript.

THE BALANcE oF NATURS . 117

Bailey converted Nicholson's verbal arguments into mathematical
and came up with the same conclusions, although he was able to state
with greater precision. Together they worked out more details of the

Nicholson's initial argument was nonmathematical, but like a mathe-
tical argument it was deductive in nature, based on a set of simplifying

essumptions, to which were added a few arithmetical computations. The
mmputations were not based on field data, but were hypothetical numer-
bl examples that helped him to depict his argument graphicalry in the
sbsence of exact information. The hypothetical examplei led to unex-

conclusions. His reasoning suggested that the interactions between
and parasite populations would lead to a system of oscillations that
ased over time. That is, as a population began to swing back to its
ibrium position, it would tend to go too far, producing an unstable
tion of ever-increasing oscil lations.

Nicholson was disconcerted by this result. He appealed to a physicist
Ieague at the university, victor Albert Bailey, foisome matrrematical

ent, considering various initial assumptions and showing how dif-
conclusions could be derived. The basic theory *"s su--".ized in

articles published in 1933 and 1935: the first, wriffen by Nicholson,
the verbal and arithmetical argument, while the second covered much

: same ground with the addition of Bailey,s mathematical proofs.o'
Bailey's point of view reflected that of a physicist, iust as volierra's had.
considered the movement of parasites in search of hosts to be analo-

to Maxwell's theory of the mean free path of a particle in a gas. In
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THE BALANCE OF NATURE . 1,79

rasis of the mathematical argument, Nicholson's conception of the prob-
iem made use of an analogy which depended on the idea that there existed
m nature a balance. This was based on the observation that population

'iensities changed in response to changes in the environment. To convey
ris ideas, he employed the image of a population functioning like an
insuument or a machine. The balance was conceived to be analogous to
*at of a balloon floating in the atmosphere. As the ambient temperature
;hanged from day to night, the balloon would undergo changes in height
and volume, continually rising and falling as its position of equilibrium
lnith the surrounding air moved. In the same way, Nicholson thought that
r*opulation densities were continually tending toward a stable level in
relation to fluctuating environmental conditions. Experimental studies of
Se kind carried out by Pearl, Chapman, and others seemed to support the
unpression of balance gained from field observation; after a period of
growth, a laboratory population would attain a certain steady density
which represented its position of balance in the laboratory environment.

But the fact that a population would tend to stabilize at a given density
under given conditions did not imply that populations were acnrally
;ontrolled by external conditions, such as climate. If, as Nicholson argued,
Se existence of balance implied the existence of a controlling factor, then
n was also the case that such a controlling factor had to be responsive ro
changes within the population itself. Climatic effects usually were felt
rrespective of the density of the population. A true conrrol had to act with
rncreasing severity as the population densiry increased. Nicholson felt that
Sere was only one factor which met this requirement of density-depen-
Jent action, and this was competition. Competition by its very narure
became more severe as density increased; it therefore had to be the
mechanism behind population regulation. Organisms could not be
Sought of as having direct and immediate rapport with the environment
ar all times, rather they were indirectly responsive through the mediating
lnfluence of competitive relations with members of the same species. This
\n:as not to deny that sudden climatic changes did at times kill off portions
of the population, but only to assert that such effects were not responsible
ror the balance of populations. The existence of competition was therefore
rnseparable from the idea of regulation.

ln another metaphor, Nicholson compared the controlling function of
competition to that of the governor on a steam engine.s' Just as the
eovernor responded to the weight of different loads on the engine by
adjusting the steam output and thereby varying the power, in the same
n-ay a change in environmental stress caused the level of competition to
nse or fall, until the density was again adjusted to balance the stress.
Competition was not as sensitive as the governor of an engine, however,
nith the result that fluctuations in density would occur as the balance was

-: {;"
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THE BALANCE OF NATURE ' 721'

sglection was an unfortunate example of teleological thinking. He argued,

ro the contrary, that natural selection functioned only to select and not to

produce balance; that is, it improved adaptation but had nothing to do

*ith thr regulation of populations. He did not say where this common

riew originated, but recalling Stephen Forbes's nineteenth-century merger

of Darwinian natural selection with Spencerian arguments about balance,

rr is possible that the view to which Nicholson objected was the product of

a similar combination of Darwin and Spencer that went into early ecologi-

,;al theory. Nicholson believed that the view that natural selection created

a balance in nature was caused partly by an erroneous concept of adapta-

rion as the fairly close adjustment of animal to environment. But Nichol-

son did not think that ecological studies really supported this view of

adaptation. once it was understood that adaptation did not_imply a

p..iir. balance of organism and environment, he felt, it would follow that

io i*prou.-ent in adaptation would be seen as having nothing to do with

de balance or limitation of populations. His argument is at times difficult

ro unravel, but it illustrates the complexity and diversity of opinion

mrrounding the interpretation of natural selection, adaptation, and

population regulation in the decade leading up to the mod€rn synthesis.
- 

Ni.holrott and Bailey were interested mainly in animal populations.

For practical purposes they narrowed their view of competition to include

only that occurring when animals were engaged in a searchJor€ssential

resources: for insiance, a parasite in search of its host. Under these

conditions, competition depended on two basic properties: first, the spe-

cies, power of increase; second, the individual's ability to exploit the

zurrounding territory to gain what it needed for survival. The density at

n-hich competition would be felt would depend on these two properties.

The second properfy included a wide category of specific traits, such as the

efficiency of organisms at finding, capturing, and utilizing resources, as

well as the efficiency of their prey at avoiding capture.

Their discussion reflected the same awareness that Lotka had shown of

de need to consider the detailed behavior schedule of the individuals,

rnterpreted in energetic terms, before species relationships could be prop-

erly understood. Lotka was hampered by lack of data and was not able to

cairy his analysis very far. Nicholson and Bailey experienced the same

obstacle, but ihey tried to overcome it by gathering all these behavioral

and energetic terms into a single measure. These were summed up in the

characteristic which Nicholson called the "area of discovery." This was

defined as the area effectively explored by an average parasite individual,

but it was intended to represent a1l the things that affected the efficiency of

animals as they searched for resources over a given territory in their

lifetimes. r07ithout knowing exactly what these efficiencies were, species

could still be compared by measuring their respective areas of discovery.
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zubject, of which Nicholson's L933 paper was a summary, but only the
frst part of the joint series was published. Bailey sent it to Lotka in 1'933 in

=anuscript form, with a request for Lotka's help in finding a suitable

;ublisher for the series." Lotka was irritated to find that his own work was
hardly discussed, but he complied with the request and sent it to Raymond
Pearl, though coupled with a testy letter to Pearl expressing his annoyance

-er not receiving proper credit." Pearl sided with Lotka and rejected the
irricle, adding that it appeared far too speculative for his journal,sT but
nore likely feeling that it was too mathematical. Lotka sent the manu-

*cript back to Bailey with a long letter explaining his dissatisfaction that
:ls priority and contributions to biology had been overlooked in recent

-rrerature.ss The article finally appeared in 1935 in the Proceedings of the
Zoological Society of London. It began with a paragraph summarizing
tr-otka's work, but made the point that Lotka's equations seemed too
qeneral to yield the specific kinds of conclusions which Nicholson and

Bailey were after. Moreover, they had not been able to derive their theory
rom Lotka's fundamental equations. ln general, they felt a greater affinity
mward Volterra's methods, which mirrored Bailey's own image of the

aopulation in analogy with the theory of gases.

Differences and Similarit ies

The researches of Thompson, Lotka, Volterra, Nicholson, and Bailey
represented the principal lines along which theoretical population ecology
developed in the 1920s and 1930s. Each was guided by a different method

of reasoning, reflecting the different backgrounds and different goals of

Se authors.
Thompson's strategy was by far the most cautious and the most realis-

nc. He believed in formulating a problem strictly in biological terms first,

using mathematics only to simplify the statement of the problem. Given
rhe lack of biological information on the populations he studied, his

analysis did not take him very far. Nevertheless, he began optimistically,
mlsting that the use of mathematical models would give entomology the
p'redictive ability of the physical sciences and would in turn guide the
applied strategies of economic entomologists.

Nicholson shared many of Thompson's goals for applied science,
rhough he had broader interests in evolutionary biology as well. He was on
rhe whole much more prone to speculation than was Thompson, for

although he had not had time for much research, he had time to teach and

ro think. He had an imaginative, metaphorical perception of the popula-

don, one that would later give Thompson much cause for complaint' But

n"ith Bailey's help, he hoped to create models which were both precise and

realistic, incorporating better assumptions based on what was known of
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Poynting's habits of reasoning, which had so inspired Lotka in his student
days and had guided him in the development of his ideas."

Lotka was interested in uncovering laws of nature, following the model

of physics, but he did not adopt Volterra's course. He was aware that the

equations which he and Volterra had developed independently were for-
mal statements which need not have any deeper significance. He felt it
necessary to go beyond formal expressions in order to deduce necessary
relations from known principles. In this way, it might be possible to arrive
at a law which was not merely an empirical rule, but "a law of nature that
brooks no exception."53

Analysis of this kind had to be based on a realistic perception of the
individual, which for Lotka meant treating it as an energy transformer
capable of a wide range of adaptive strategies to ensure its survival. But his
analysis was not conducted with reference to an actual individual, species,
or population; rather, the individual itself was idealized to represent a
general class of energy transformer, for which there inight be many

examples in nature. As Lotka explained:

It will not be necessary or even desirable to deal primarily with specific
living organisms, but with transformer types possessing properties charac-
teristic of the physical modus operandi of living organisms. The kind of
problem then to be studied will be the relation between the distribution of
matter in the system on the one hand, and on the other the particular
properties and variation in properties of the several types of transformers of
which the system is composed.t'

By idealizing the organism in this way, precision was lost but generality

increased. A problem dealing with the interaction befween a "pursued"

ffansformer and a "pursuing" transformer, for example, could be reduced

to a problem of geometry. Using mathematical techniques of analysis, one

could then discuss, for instance, the influence of density and distribution of

refuges in the territory on the probability that the "pursuer" would

capture the "pursued." The hypothetical organism was a model in an

analogous sense to the Carnot heat engine in physics. Carnot's engine'

which existed only on paper, was composed of perfectly conducting and

insulating parts through which heat was transferred and work performed.

Though an ideal case, it illustrated the underlying physical reality later

expressed in the second law of thermodynamics. In the same way, Lotka

imagined that his models of energy transformers would lead to general

principles, based on physical and biological reality, which would govern

all transformers of that type.65 An example of one such principle was his
"law" that evolution proceeded in such direction as to maximize energy

flow through the whole system.
The result of this point of view was that his predictions were qualitative
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